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Attention procurement teams: Are you ready to deliver better results at a lower cost?

Canon Business Process Services is pleased to provide you with
important research from The Hackett Group on the significant
benefits your procurement team can realize by digitally
transforming its operations. If your team wants to play a more
strategic role in the business, is it ready to embrace new
technologies and ways of working? Selecting the right mix of
initiatives to improve service, enhance efficiency and contain cost
is a challenge. Keeping in mind that you most likely have to work
with limited budget and resources, this paper covers suggested
strategies for jump starting your digital transformation journey.

Canon Business Process Services can
help your company improve your S2P
performance with a customized
source-to-pay outsourcing solution.
Call 888-623-2668 or visit
cbps.canon.com to learn more.
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State of Procurement Digital Transformation,
Part 1: Value Drivers and Expectations

By Constantine Limberakis and Nic Walden

Executive Summary
Enterprises are increasingly relying on digital technologies to enhance the customer experience, accelerate new product
and service innovation, improve operational cost efficiency, and make sense of massive amounts of data. Procurement
organizations have the potential to play a more strategic role in the digital era, but to do so they must engineer their
own digital transformation. Our research has found that only 63% of procurement organizations have even developed
a plan for doing so. Selecting the right mix of digital initiatives to address the most significant value drivers is one of
the most difficult challenges procurement organizations face as they identify a path forward.

About this research

This two-part report is
based on findings from
The Hackett Group’s
Digital Transformation
Performance Study, conducted in autumn 2017.
Two hundred senior leaders from IT, finance, HR,
procurement, and global
business services/shared
services participated.
Part 1 focuses on
understanding the value
drivers of digital transformation and the potential
from emerging technology use cases for applying a digital strategy.

The Hackett Group’s research shows that addressing the impact of digital transformation
on business has become the most critical imperative for enterprises in every industry.
While implementing technology has always been a part of business strategy, adoption
of emerging technologies for procurement and supply operations is critical in a rapidly
changing business environment marked by intensifying competition and disruptive
innovation (Fig. 1).
As the world of big data, robots and artificial intelligence takes shape, procurement
is expected to provide more profound insights into supply relationships, including
conventional cost structures, supply availability, lead times and quality. Moreover, in
this new digital landscape, users of business technology are demanding consumer-like
e-commerce interfaces from e-procurement systems to find the products or services
they need quickly. Procurement in the digital age requires operational agility to prioritize
customer service delivery while anticipating or even predicting new supply opportunities
based on volatile market conditions.

Part 2 addresses how
early adopters are planning for digital transformation as it relates to
their current skills and
resources.
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FIG. 1 The digital transformation landscape
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Developing Use Cases for Emerging Digital Technologies
Advanced procurement teams are already piloting or deploying digital technologies
in both upstream and downstream activities. Some are partnering with technology
or service providers to co-create or even co-innovate use-case examples as ways to
mitigate the risk of failure, and potentially deliver faster results by accessing external
expertise and specialists.
Those focused on upstream processes are occupied with accelerating the identification
and accuracy of sourcing and savings opportunities, creating more extensive value
opportunities from contracts, and improving supplier relationships related to innovation,
compliance, performance and risk (Fig. 2). Many are looking at artificial intelligence (AI)
such as natural language processing (NLP), semantic technology and machine learning
(ML). Among the various use cases for applying emerging technology to upstream
procurement are self-learning capabilities of AI, where sourcing and category managers
are provided with recommendations to enhance spend and category analysis or optimize
sourcing scenarios. Some organizations are also using AI/cognitive and advanced analytics
technology to model and predict actions in case of supplier risk or supply-chain disruptions.
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FIG. 2 Emerging capabilities and use cases in upstream procurement processes
Use case

Digital technology

New processes enabled

Benefits

Process area: Spend and supply data analysis
Spend
classification

• Machine learning
• Natural language
processing

• Use of algorithms for real-time post-facto
classification on spend data to find patterns
and matches with classification, draw
inferences and classify spend
• Predictive prescriptive analytic driver-based
modeling
• Master data: Real-time, cleansed, enriched,
virtualized source data

Category analysis

• Machine learning

• Chat assistant-driven for understanding
category and spend patterns

• Improved cycle time for providing insights
related to sourcing activities
• Improved use of tools
• Added insights through proved analytics
processing
• Improved spend data quality and visibility
• Reduced risk and optimized pricing strategies

• Helping category managers understand
buying patterns, recognize price variations,
and identify changing demand
Controlling and
partnering

Master data

• Data visualization

• Machine learning/
deep learning

• Use of advances in visualization of big data
and virtual reality technology in cockpits and
dashboards

• Enabling reporting, visualization of
performance and customization

• Real-time, cleansed, enriched, virtualized
source data

• Improved source of truth

• Creation of new insights to better meet
stakeholder interests and requirements

Process area: Sourcing
Sourcing activity
optimization

• Robotic process
automation (RPA)

• Automation in the creation of RFx events/
invitations to suppliers

• Improved cycle time in manual, repetitive
tasks

• Cognitive bot

• Strategy assistance for sourcing managers,
e.g., defining the ideal auction type, event
duration, and number of suppliers based on
category or region

• Increased frequency of events

• Machine learning

• Enhanced decision-making

Process area: Contract management
Contract
negotiation

• Machine learning

• Helping create a comprehensive contract
for the specific region or commodity based
on company policy, processes, risk and
preferences

• Improvement in contract cycle time

Contract authoring

• Blockchain

• Addition of business terms embedded in
transaction database and executed with
transactions

• Improvement in visibility, trust and efficiency

• Contract validation against pre-approved
options

• Avoidance of disputes, overhead and cost
intermediaries
• Improved visibility

Process area: Supplier management
Supplier
information

• RPA

Supplier risk

• Artificial intelligence (AI)/
machine learning

• Supplier data entry and management
• Supplier issue management

• Reduced errors in entering supplier
information from multiple systems

• Use of collaboration tools for managing
supplier issues

• Improvement in supplier performance and
reduced risk

• Management of big data, social and real-time
listening tools

• Enablement of more real-time and proactive
alerts and insights
• Improved insights into suppliers related to
reputational threats
• Enhanced visibility into sub-tiers of supply
chain

Supplier
connectivity

• Blockchain

• Provide permissioned access to supplier
onboarding, regulatory, compliance,
environmental, legal and compliance
information

• Reduced cycle time
• Increased compliance to regulatory
requirements

• Enhance or replace existing supplier
connectivity and network technology that
provides real-time transactions in orders,
forecasts, scheduling, stocks, invoices,
payments and disputes
Source: The Hackett Group
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Transformational digital technologies defined
This list is not exhaustive, but consists of the most transformational emerging technologies
that apply to procurement.

Digital transformation defined
• Enterprise digital transformation:
The creation of business value by
improving customer experiences,
operational efficiency and agility
by fundamentally changing the
way organizations innovate,
operate, deliver products and
services, engage with stakeholders
and execute work, using digital
technologies as the enabler of
holistic transformation.
• Digital transformation of the
procurement function: Improving
customer experiences, operational
efficiency, agility and business
value contribution by fundamentally
changing the way procurement
services are delivered using digital
technologies as the enabler of
holistic transformation.

• Advanced analytics: The autonomous or semi-autonomous examination of data or
content using sophisticated techniques and tools, typically beyond those of traditional
business intelligence (BI), to discover more profound insights, make predictions or
generate recommendations. Advanced analytic techniques include data/text mining,
machine learning, pattern matching, forecasting, visualization, semantic analysis,
sentiment analysis, network and cluster analysis, multivariate statistics, graph analysis,
simulation, complex event processing and neural networks.
• Artificial intelligence (AI): A computer science discipline and set of technologies able
to perform tasks usually requiring human intelligence, such as cognitive computing or
visual perception, speech and text recognition and engagement, decision-making and
learning.
• Big data: Information assets characterized by such a high volume, velocity and variety
that they require specific technology and analytical methods for transformation into
value.
• Cognitive computing: The simulation of human thought processes in a computerized
model. Involves self-learning systems that use data mining, pattern recognition and
natural language processing to mimic the way the human brain works.
• Internet of things (IoT): The concept of connecting any device featuring an on and off
switch to the internet (and to each other).
• Machine learning (ML): A form of AI that uses algorithms to learn from data and
predict increasingly accurate outcomes.
• Natural language processing (NLP): The ability of a computer program to understand
human speech as it is spoken. NLP is a component of AI.
• Robotic process automation (RPA): Automation or integration of repetitive, rulebased business processes through the use of technology (software robots) that
emulates the execution of tasks by human operators on end-users’ computing devices.
• Robots (bots, software robots): Software technology that emulates the execution of
tasks by human operators on end-computing devices that:
– Interact with underlying applications at the user interface layer.
– Does not require development of code, nor any form of direct access to the code or
database of these applications.
– Operates in a managed systems environment.
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Similarly, emerging digital technologies represent an opportunity for those focused on
downstream procurement by improving overall satisfaction and value from the purchaseto-pay process (Fig. 3). This is an area that is typically plagued with savings leakage
due to lack of efficiencies, maverick buying or errors occurring in manual processes.
Procurement organizations are piloting the application of AI/cognitive technologies to
help predict buyer behavior based on past purchases, better tailor the level of service
according to different stakeholder groupings, enhance guided buying techniques to
improve requisition classification at the source, and use conversational/chatbot interfaces
and guided buying techniques to recommend products or services.
In accounts payable, RPA is being applied to rule-based validations, auto-approvals and
workflow criteria, limiting human involvement to only specific, exception-based approval
situations. Also, ML and advanced data analytic techniques are starting to predict and
flag potential payment fraud and detect and prevent overpayments.
FIG. 3 Emerging capabilities and use cases in downstream procurement processes
Use case

Digital technology

New processes enabled

Benefits

Process area: E-procurement
Procurement
analytics

Procurement
productivity

Procurement
compliance

• Machine learning

• Use of predictive strategies to anticipate
stakeholder actions, guide user experience,
real-time behavior feedback with guidance

• Improved customer experience and guided
buying

• RPA

• Updated content and price data maintenance

• Improved data accuracy

• NLP/cognitive

• Conversational interfaces that let users
interact with natural language and voice
commands to access the status of POs,
invoices or payment status as well as approval
workflows and other activities

• Enhanced visibility

• POs and goods receipt exchange used over
blockchain

• Elimination of paper invoices

• Blockchain

• Faster decision and action follow-up

• Improved integrity in reconciliation

Process area: Services procurement
• Blockchain
Contingent labor
management

• Suppliers in a business network share
contractor acquisition and engagement data
• Smart contract data is contained in blockchain
including T&Cs, quantity and commitment

• Prevented mismatch in hours claimed
• Reduced blocked invoices
• Enhanced visibility into hours and budget

• Billing and UOM class are submitted to the
blockchain
Process area: E-invoicing/accounts payable
Accessing disparate
systems

Invoice creation,
reconciliation and
approval

Accounts payable

• RPA

• Replacing manual processing supplier
invoices through AP system

• Cognitive bots

• For suppliers: Offer guidance during invoice
creation process whether this involves a PO or
non-PO invoice

• Removing errors in validating, registering and
posting invoices
• Improved cycle time

• Machine learning

• For buyers: Digital assistant that recommends
options to resolve exceptions or determine
optimal queue management during invoice
reconciliation

• Shorter invoice cycles
• On-time payment
• Increased process efficiency

• Machine learning/
NLP

• Deploying AI and other data analytics
capabilities that can identify overpayments

• Improved invoice data matching and prevent
fraudulent payments

• Blockchain

• Use of blockchain shared ledger and
permissions with smart contracts library and
business rules

• Improved visibility, trust and efficiency

• Blockchain

• Pay-on-time or early-payment discount
prompts

• Avoidance of disputes, overhead and cost
intermediaries

• Expansion of access to financing from thirdparty providers and banks

• Improved visibility

Financial supply chain

• Enablement of secure and cashless financing
for suppliers

Source: The Hackett Group
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Anticipated Strategic and Tactical Value Drivers of Digital Transformation
in Procurement
As industry pundits and technology providers consider procurement’s digital evolution,
practitioners are keen to know what steps to take next. The Hackett Group conducted
the Digital Transformation Performance Study in late 2017 to gain an understanding of
the broader strategic context of enterprise digital transformation for the procurement
function. Below, we take a brief look at the study results and evaluate how the most
common strategic and tactical value drivers for digital transformation currently align with
the digital technologies that can address them.
Strategic value drivers are those that will increase procurement’s contribution to the
enterprise, such as set it apart from competitors or become more profitable; tactical
drivers are those that improve procurement’s day-to-day activities and interactions with
stakeholders.
Strategic value driver #1: Improve procurement’s business value contribution
Increasing procurement’s value contribution is the top-ranked strategic value driver (Fig. 4).
Although procurement organizations successfully increased the amount of spend under
management through first-generation e-sourcing and e-procurement technology, reduced
resources1 and the exponential growth in data make it difficult to achieve savings and
efficiency goals. While emerging technologies promise unprecedented levels of automation
to help with this challenge, many organizations want to consolidate their procurement
solutions in cloud-based suites as a first phase of digital transformation before diving
into new technologies that are not yet widely deployed. Adoption and accelerated rollout
of cloud-based solutions has become a critical part of the digital transformation agenda.
Indeed, 88% of respondents to our 2018 Key Issues Study expect to adopt one or more
cloud-based/Saas applications within the next two to three years.
FIG. 4 Digital transformation in procurement: Most important strategic value drivers
Percentage of organizations rating issue as “highly” or “critically” important
Improve the business value contribution
of procurement

Improve policy compliance and alignment
to sourcing strategy

Improve speed and quality of procurement
business decision-making

53%

45%

97%

55%

42%

28%

34%

HIGH

81%

79%

CRITICAL

Source: Digital Transformation Performance Study, The Hackett Group, 2017

The development of cloud-based procurement suites promises to help procurement
reduce the data and process-related operational challenges that come with managing
upstream and downstream processes across disparate systems. Integrated cloud suites
offer a common framework for system configuration built on enterprise technology
architecture. This in turn allows procurement’s analyses to be more strategic by enabling
complex workflows and validations based on interrelated data, metadata and documents
managed across various source-to-pay processes. Moreover, open system architecture
supports capabilities related to third-party data and integration with other enterprise
systems. Attributes of cloud technology such as these let procurement increase the
scope and scale of technology investments while reducing the cost of maintenance and
administration that come with using multiple solutions.
1
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Procurement organizations anticipate reductions in operating budgets averaging 0.3% in 2018. Source: Key
Issues Study, The Hackett Group, 2018.
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Blockchain defined
A decentralized, distributed data
architecture that consists of a
continuously growing ledger of
recorded transactions, structured in
blocks, which are linked and secured
using cryptography. It is used to
facilitate secure online transactions.

Recent research from The Hackett Group2 found that procurement 38% of organizations
plan to consolidate to a single provider for purchase-to-pay applications in the next 1224 months (along with 30% for source-to-contract and 23% for source-to-pay over the
same period).

57%

Percentage of organizations that have deployed/
completed software-as-a-service/cloud technology as a
digital transformation project
Source: Digital Transformation Performance Study, The Hackett Group, 2017

Strategic value driver #2: Improve policy compliance and alignment with
sourcing strategy
Organizations are using digital transformation to improve compliance and alignment with
sourcing strategies. In this regard, they may leverage ML to refine methods for contract
and compliance management. Given the amount of data held in unstructured contract
documents that are often stored in disparate locations, managing against contracts
may hold high degrees of risk and exposure associated with non-compliance. Many
organizations have already established a contract repository, but today cannot link policy
and compliance with broader sourcing, spend and supplier risk management efforts.
Through expanded use of natural language processing (NLP) technology (a form of
AI), ML can be applied to primary contract provisions (terms, conditions, clauses) and
provide the means to extract relevant data from multiple places in a document by
capturing scattered defined terms and other pertinent information. This technology can
assist in contract creation and compliance process through “conversational” interfaces
that recommend contract terms and conditions as part of the negotiating strategy
with suppliers. It also offers new capabilities such as predictive insights into contract
consumption based on expiring contracts or overdue invoices. Our Digital Transformation
Performance Study found that 31% of respondents plan to invest in predictive capabilities
that will help with contract and policy compliance in the next 12 to 14 months.

50%

Percentage of organizations that are exploring
contract management technology as part of a digital
transformation initiative
Source: Digital Transformation Performance Study, The Hackett Group, 2017

Strategic value driver #3: Improving speed and quality of procurement business
decisions
Making correct choices depends on having suitable data and information on supplier,
item and product masters. However, data availability and quality remain significant
challenges for many organizations that want to improve the speed and reliability of
decisions. Therefore, it is necessary to develop fit-for-purpose information architectures
that adhere to data standards and align with enterprise needs. Master data management
(MDM) is emerging as the solution for improving governance of structured data, but
as part of digital transformation efforts, MDM also will be applied to unstructured data.
While 73% of respondents in the Digital Transformation Performance Study already
have an MDM initiative underway, advances in MDM are driving renewed interest in the
technology.

73%

Percentage of organizations that have an ongoing
initiative to establish or improve data stewardship,
data governance and master data management
Source: Digital Transformation Performance Study, The Hackett Group, 2017

2
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Integrated Suites vs. Best of Breed Study, 2018
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Effective MDM enables clean, consistent data for more efficient consumption by
business dashboards, operational business intelligence and big-data algorithms.
Moreover, using ML in MDM lets organizations develop new insights into supply patterns
from structured and unstructured data. ML in MDM also improves understanding of
near-real-time data from supplier interactions, transactions, and public and social-media
sources by proposing new data associations and correlations. Sixty-six percent of
procurement organizations are exploring or piloting supply master data strategies.3
Tactical value driver #1: Maximize procurement worker productivity
The tactical value driver considered the most important by study participants is maximizing
worker productivity through elimination of non-value-added, routine, repetitive tasks such
as manual entry or re-entry of data due to duplication (Fig. 5). Many activities like these are
well-suited to robotic process automation (RPA), resulting in opportunities for organizational
redesign and streamlining.
FIG. 5 Digital transformation in procurement: Most important tactical value drivers
Percentage of organizations rating issue as “highly” or “critically” important
Maximize procurement worker productivity through
elimination of non-value-added, routine tasks
Achieve and maintain competitive cost levels of the
procurement function through efficiency and
productivity improvement
Improve procurement customer
satisfaction/experience

26%

32%

92%

50%

42%

55%

81%

47%

79%

HIGH

CRITICAL

Source: Digital Transformation Performance Study, The Hackett Group, 2017

RPA can replace manual tasks in procurement that require data extraction, data
enrichment and rule-based validation. The most suitable candidates are organizations that
lag in their ability to consolidate operations, are constrained by legacy or non-integrated
systems, or have not yet automated low-value tasks. RPA use cases range from supply
master data (creation and maintenance of supplier, catalog and item master), invoice
processing (data entry, data validation and deviation management), and inbound supplier
and stakeholder inquiry routing/prioritization.
Using existing technology platforms, software robots, or “bots,” act as virtual workers.
Human operators can monitor the progress of their assignment while focusing on other
activities requiring more advanced skills. Among organizations that have started RPA
projects in purchase-to-pay, 65% note benefits in operational efficiency and 52% in
process cost reduction.4

58%

Percentage of organizations with a major digital
service optimization initiative involving robotic
process automation
Source: Digital Transformation Performance Study, The Hackett Group, 2017

3
4
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Digital Transformation Performance Study, The Hackett Group, 2017
Purchase-to-Pay Key Issues Poll, The Hackett Group, 2016
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Tactical value driver #2: Achieve and maintain competitive cost levels for the
procurement function by improving efficiency and productivity
Better organizational ROI starts with enhancing descriptive spend5 and supply analytic
capabilities (i.e., data aggregation and data mining to provide insight about the past).
These help deliver cost reduction and cost avoidance savings by anticipating future
behavior. Digital transformation in procurement should aim for continued or increased
investment in two areas: first, data cleansing and collection of third-party data, including
market intelligence, for more holistic, up-to-date and well-rounded category views;
and second, advanced business intelligence (BI) tools designed for self-service use by
procurement staff. The latter can be leveraged to identify new opportunities and track
savings opportunities.
In more advanced analytics efforts, AI can offer added value in vendor matching and
consolidation, spend classification, price and spend anomalies, and price projections.
Cognitive computing and ML can be applied for image or data recognition, and to detect
patterns that can yield reliable recommendations or predictions based on data from
internal and third-party sources. Adoption of predictive analytics is expected to take off
over the next 12 to 24 months. Seventy-three percent of organizations expect to adopt
predictive or prescriptive analytics for spend analysis during that period (along with 53%
for use in sourcing savings, and 45% for procurement scorecarding).

77%

Percentage of organizations currently have an
ongoing initiative or are exploring AI/cognitive
computing based on predictive analytic capabilities
Source: Digital Transformation Performance Study, The Hackett Group, 2017

Tactical value driver #3: Improving customer satisfaction and customer experience
To improve customer satisfaction and eliminate perceptions that the procurement
organization is difficult to work with, the function must simplify buying channels and
invest in capabilities that will enhance ordering responsiveness and communication;
customization of purchasing options by different stakeholder groups; and management
and response to complaints. Procurement teams must study business-to-consumer
models like Amazon, Alibaba or eBay for inspiration, adopt elements of social media,
and increase user adoption of procurement systems. In particular, customer-facing
downstream areas (i.e., requisitioning, contract management, invoicing and expense
management) need to accommodate a broader range of user types and requirements
via self-service.
With the assistance of the IT organization, procurement organizations must deploy
features that promote ease of use through self-service on the user’s preferred device.
RPA and cognitive agents can make the technology more user-friendly and personalized,
and as it learns their patterns of behavior, guide buyers through the procurement
process. For example, inputs captured by chatbots, questionnaires or forms let emerging
technology tools improve requirements-gathering and guide buyers to the right place.
Soon, robotic and cognitive agents may even replace face-to-face training, providing
enhanced e-learning or immediate responses to stakeholder requests for support.

33%

Percentage of procurement organizations that
believe their service does not meet customer
expectations
Source: Digital Transformation Performance Study, The Hackett Group, 2017

5
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Descriptive spend: Analytical technique that applies calculations, and organizes and summarizes historical data
to yield useful business information based on underlying data sets.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
Whether spurred by a single, compelling event or part of a more extensive digital
transformation of the enterprise, executive leadership is challenging procurement to
deliver better results at lower cost. How well procurement responds often comes down
to its capability maturity and willingness to embrace new technologies and ways of
working. With only limited increases in resources expected for the foreseeable future,
below are some suggested strategies:
• Target specific transformation objectives and goals: As part of the enterprise digital
transformation effort, procurement needs to map out where the best use cases exist
for its own digital transformation. These are likely to be found among the strategic
and tactical value drivers discussed in this report. A dual approach may be the most
effective, moving existing solutions to the cloud in parallel with exploring and testing
emerging technologies, particularly those that will deliver substantial early wins.
• Know how procurement’s digital transformation will affect critical stakeholders:
Before making any decisions, it is essential to understand the potential impact of
digital transformation on internal customers, suppliers and enterprise KPIs. Digital
transformation projects must satisfy some prerequisites, including improving customer
experiences, operational efficiency, agility and business value contribution. The goal
should be to fundamentally change the way procurement services are delivered, using
digital technologies as the enabler of holistic transformation.
• Before investing in additional solutions, understand how the procurement
organization’s current technology providers are addressing emerging technologies:
For instance, RPA has evolved as a technology industry on its own with numerous niche
providers. Many established procurement technology vendors looking to compete in
this area are responding by developing their own RPA capabilities. Similarly, they are
investing heavily in AI as it matures, developing machine learning and other cognitive
technologies natively as part of their technology roadmaps.

Related Hackett Group Research
Best Practices for Emerging Technology Innovation, February 2018
Digital Transformation Is Key to Performance Improvement in Business Services,
February 2017
What Procurement Leaders Need to Know About Robotic Process Automation, July 2016
Understanding Robotic Process Automation, Part 1: Maturity, Adoption and Future,
July 2016
Understanding Robotic Process Automation, Part 2: Value Proposition, Deployment
Model and Use Cases, July 2016
Understanding Robotic Process Automation, Part 3: Developing Business Cases and
Getting Started, July 2016
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